
Inverted Tip Utility Marker - Waterbased
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Heavy-duty Industrial Marking & Striping Systems
that are Environmentally Formulated

Seymour Stripe® products are formulated to address 

today’s environmental concerns while providing efficient 

and dependable performance in a wide range of marking 

applications. From utilities and construction to recreational 

and maintenance applications, Seymour offers a Stripe 

product suited to your needs.

Inverted Tip Marker — A heavy-duty industrial marker available 

in water and solvent based formulations. The no-clog, fast 

drying formula is available in a full range of construction and

APWA colors. All come with the Seymour converta-cap, 

a specially designed protective cover that does not need 

to be removed before using. This provides the user with a 

convenient marking tool without the worry of accidentally 

spraying. Seymour’s Spray Tip allows product to be used 

with most types of marking equipment. 

Solvent based is a fast drying marking paint designed to be

sprayed in an inverted position. Produces vivid marks, does not

clog, and is safe for grass. The solvent based formulation works

well in low temperatures. Meets APWA color standards and is

VOC compliant.

16 and 20 ounce cans, packaged 12 in a case.

Inverted 3-Series Marker — A fast drying marking paint designed

to be sprayed in an inverted position. Uses a patented technology

to cut the environmental impact in half (as compared to standard

solvent based marking paint). Produces vivid marks, does not

clog, and is safe for grass. The solvent based formulation works

well in low temperatures. Meets APWA color standards.

20 ounce cans, packaged 12 in a case.

Temporary Inverted Tip Marker — A patented temporary marking

paint that dries fast and produces vivid lines. Temporary marking

paint is water soluble and can be removed immediately with a

garden hose or gradually after a few rains. Covers approximately

400 linear feet per can.

20 ounce cans, packaged 12 in a case.

Can be applied using our Z-605 and Z-606 marking accessories.

Clear*
20-631

Red/Orange
Fluorescent

16/20-658
20-358/958

Hi-Viz Yellow
16/20-676

20-376/636/976

Aluminum*
20-651

Light Blue
16-659

Caution Yellow
[Highway]

16-677

White
16/20-652

20-352/633/952

Black [Asphalt]
20-363/663

Utility Yellow
20-378/678/978

Precaution Blue
16/20-653

20-353/630/953

Green Fluorescent
16/20-668

20-368/968

Pink Fluorescent
16/20-679

20-379/979

Red Fluorescent
16/20-654

20-354/954

Blue Fluorescent
16/20-669

20-369/969

Safety Green
16/20-655

20-353/629/955

Orange Fluorescent
16/20-657

20-357/637/957

Alert Orange
16/20-670

20-370

Safety Red
16/20-671

20-371/635/971

Purple
20-380/638/680

*Available only in Solvent Base.
Solvent Label Series start with 9XX & Temporary Series start with 63X and are only available in 20 ounce cans. 20


